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HIGH CRIME
Effective 1 June 1966

In any instance o f a heavily falling statistic in Tech or Qual or a chronically low 
statistic in Tech or Qual in an org or in any org which has chronically low statistics in 
all divisions:

The Ethics Officer m ust look for this policy violation which is the highest crime 
in Tech and Qual:

TOLERATING THE ABSENCE OF, OR NOT INSISTING UPON STAR-RATED 
CHECK OUTS ON ALL PROCESSES AND THEIR IMMEDIATE TECHNOLOGY 
AND ON RELEVANT POLICY LETTERS ON HGC INTERNES OR STAFF 
AUDITORS IN THE TECH DIV OR STAFF AUDITORS OR INTERNES IN THE 
QUAL DIV FOR THE LEVELS AND ACTIONS THEY WILL USE BEFORE 
PERMITTING THEM TO AUDIT ORG PCS AND ON SUPERVISORS IN TECH AND 
QUAL WHO INSTRUCT OR EXAMINE OR FAILING TO INSIST UPON THIS 
POLICY OR PREVENTING THIS POLICY FROM GOING INTO EFFECT OR 
MINIMIZING THE CHECK OUTS OR LISTS.

If an Ethics Officer or any person in HCO Dept 3 discovers this high crime to 
exist he m ust report it at once to the HCO Area Secretary.

The HCO Area Secretary m ust at once order a thorough investigation into any 
and all persons who might have instigated this high crime and report the m atter to the 
HCO Exec Sec.

The HCO Exec Sec m ust then convene a Committee o f Evidence with the persons 
accused as interested parties and m ust locate amongst them  the suppressive or 
suppressives by the “reasonableness” o f their defence, state o f case and other signs.

The Com m ittee o f Evidence m ust declare the located S.P. suppressive by HCO 
Ethics Order and dismiss.

If any Ethics Officer, Director o f I & R or HCO Area Secretary fails to obtain 
co-operation by superiors in carrying out this Policy Letter quickly then he or she must 
inform  the LRH Communicator.

The LRH Com m unicator m ust then cable full particulars to  Worldwide.

The Worldwide AdCouncil m ust then carry out this policy letter expeditiously 
and at any cost.

If the HCO personnel making this discovery cannot obtain action in any other 
way he or she m ust go outside the org and cable LRH Comm WW and his actions and 
costs in so cabling will be reimbursed on claim to WW and his post will be fully 
protected.
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If the AdCouncil WW suspects this policy not to be in full force in any org despite 
assurances an HCO WW personnel m ust be sent to that org to investigate and may be 
deputized to remove either or both  Exec Secs o f that org by Comm Ev on the spot or 
at WW.

It has been discovered that failure to check out, Star Rated, the Tech and Qual 
HCO Bs applying to  levels being audited or taught or examined and their processes and 
the data used in Review and relevant policy on those using the material in orgs results 
in a crashed Division 4 completion statistic, crashed income and low statistics 
throughout and a failing org and was the reason through 1965 for struggling orgs—the 
public would not pay more for service than it was w orth to them  and with this policy 
out, the service was not w orth very much.

It has been found that a suppressive person will discourage this check out policy 
as one o f his first actions.

This policy applies w hether an auditor has been trained o r no t with star-rated 
check outs. S taff and Review auditor and Supervisor are special technical status grades 
and one cannot consider this double training.

“ Star-Rated” means = 100 percent letter perfect in knowing and understanding, 
dem onstrating and being able to  repeat back the material w ith no comm lag.

Org Exec Sec Com m unicator for Qual WW is the final authority  for any check 
sheets on this m atter and is responsible for preparing and standardizing them  from time 
to time. But the lack o f a check sheet from ES Comm Qual WW does not set aside any 
provision or penalty o f  this policy letter.

This policy letter is issued in the complete knowledge that the absence o f this 
policy in full effect is the primary reason for orgs not growing and is based on actual 
experience.

The only higher crime I could think of would be to  pretend to have an org but 
have no technical personnel on staff in Tech or Qual. That is suppressive also and will 
crash an org. Handle it similarly to  the above.

L. RON HUBBARD
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[Added to  by HCO P/L 21 November 1971, Scientology Courses Examination Policy, Volume 
5—page 139, which made it firm  policy tha t anyone examining a student for certification on any 
Scientology Course, including Admin, must have first star-rated related Policies, HCO Bs or other 
issues before writing or grading exams. ]

[Note: In the original issue of this Policy Letter the words “THE ABSENCE O F” in the first line of 
the 3rd paragraph were om itted. However, in a poster issued by Flag in 1971 quoting this capitalized 
paragraph of the “ High Crime” P/L, these words were included, and accordingly have been added in 
this printing. — Ed.]
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